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Foreword
On behalf of the organizer of the 2nd Jogja lnternational Physics Conference, I would
like to give our sincere gratitude to all the participant of the conference. I would like to give
our_deepest appreciation and gratitude to all of keynote speakers of this conference, nariely
lr. sukarman Aminjoyo, APU (BAPETEN), Dr. Baek Jong-Bok (Korea Hidro and Nuctear
fower co. Ltd.), Prof. Ren-Tai chiang (Univ. of Ftorida and GE Energy USA), prof. Dr.Muhammad Mat Salleh (U_niv- Kebangsaan Malaysia), Prof. Yoshitsugo Tomokiyo (Kyushu
Univ. Japan), Dr. Harini Sosiati (Kyushu Univ. Japan), Dr. Yoshiki HiOata lXyushu'Univ.Japan), Dr. Yusril Yusuf (Gadjah Mada Univ.).
The second Jogja International Physics Conference is the second conference
org.anized by the Physlcs Department Gadjah Mada University continuing, previously was
called, the 1st Jogja Regional Physics ConfOrence 20O4. This conferenc6 is aim6d forpromoting, developing, and disseminating interdisciplinary research ftom many different fields
of physics, for the betterment of human lives. The conference was intended as a forum for thephysicist from differenl branches of physics, and different countries, especially ftom the Asian
and sunounding region, to meet and discuss, developing research and collaboration. lt is also
intended as a forum for dissemination of the latest research results from many different fields
of physics. As Indonesia is cunently planning developing its first power plant hucbar reactor,
we also hope to enhance understanding of the cunent result in the nuclear reactor theory and
technology. The theme of the conference is Enhancing Network and Cottabomion -
Develqing Research and Education in Physics and Nuclear Eneryy. The topics covered in
this conference are from very broad spectrum of Physics, such as Nuclear Energy, Atomic
Physics, Theoretical and Mathernatical Physics, Computational Physics, Nanote6hnology,
Matedal Science, Geophysics, Electronics Instrumentation, Bio and- Medical physics, a'nd
Educational Physics.
In this conference there are 8 papers in the panel session, presented by eigth invited
speaker in two days. For the parallel session there are 63 papers to be presented in the
conference. The presented papers consist of Nuclear Energy and Atomic Physics 8 papers,
Theoretical and Mathematical Physics 8 papers computational physics 9 babers,Nanotechnology 5 papers, Material Science 6 papers, Geophysics 10 paperi, Electronics and
Instrumentation 1 7 papers.
The committees have worked in ananging the program for the benefit of thepaticipants. The committee hopes that this conference could enrich, enhance the physics
knowlegde, and served as a forum for individuals to meet and discuss the physics'cunent
Psu9s. We sincerely appreciate the support and encouragement from Physics D-epartment ofGadja Mada University, BAPETEN, Atomic and Nuclear laboiatory, Electronics
lnstrurnentations Laboratory, Geophysics laboratory, Solid state laboratory, basbs physics
Laboralory, Graduate School (Pascasarjana) in University of Gadjah Mada, and OS StuOy
frogram. Last but not least I would also give my thanks to the student volunteers in physicsDepartement.
With sincere gratitude
Chairman of the 2no JlpC 2007
Dr. Sismanto
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Foreword
Distinguished guests
Honorary speakers
Ladies and gentlemen
Welcome to the 2ro Jogja International Physics Conference.
We gather here today to communicate our scientific activities, to learn from each other, to find
an opportuni$ to collaborate with each other, and to share our experience.
The world-wide web has become our closest friend. No day passes without us accessing the
Internet. lt was Tim Berners-Lee, a physicist, who initiated the lnternet lifestyle. \Men
Berners-Lee dreamed about creating a tool to enable reseachers all over the world to
collaborate, only one wordwas in his mid: share it, share it, share it.
We do not lose anything when we share. In fact, we enrich our knowledge.
Now, we share our experiences to improve our knowledge, to
Physicists have been known to initiate new things. And it will stay that way. Physicists should
cultivate freedom. Freedom to think, freedom to try lots of things, freedom to explore
opportunities fiom philosophy to engineering.
It was a physicist who initiate the industrial revolution. lt was a physicist who initiate the
information revolution.
We hope you have a pleasant stay in Jogjakarta.
FYl, the physics department at gadjah mada university was founded in 1955. Now, we have
three B.Sc programs : physics, geophyics, and electronics & instrumentation, a 3-year
diploma program in Electronics & Instrumentation, anM.Sc and a Ph.D in Physics.
\Mth sincere gratitude
Head of Physics Department
F)e.Ufod"fr
Dr. JaziEko lstiyanto
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Minimal Left-Right symmetry Modet for Electroweak Interaction
Asan Dananit/''", Mina satriawan2 , pramudita Anggraitf, Arief Hermanto2
'Department of Plrysics, Sanata Dharma University,
$mpus III USD paingan, Maguwoharjo, Sleman, yognkarta, IndonesiazDepartment of physics, racitty of lviathematics an{Natural sciences.
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Abstratt
Foll_owing the procedure in the Glashow-lYeinberg-Salan (GWS) model for electroweakinteraction, by using two doublets and one induced bidoublet Higgs fietds as a result oftie interactions ofthe two doublets, we evaluate the predictive power of the lrftlri7it symnetry nodel based on S(J(2)1 xSU(2)p x U(l) gauge group to the gauge bosons masses, leptons masses, and the structure of eharowiakinteraclions-. Byh b.iloublet and doublet Higgs fields haie the contribution to the gauge ioro^ ^ r",
a|ter WmeW breaking. Meanwhile, leptons masses arise only from the bidoublet itgtli fuU. Tlw parityuiolatioyt coild be associated with the mixing of the chargei gauge bosow n^sii yron tne iiauciabidoublet Higgs.
Keywofds: Ieft-right symmetry model, electroweak interaction, doublet and bidoubtet.
*Conesponding author
E- ma iI : d.asur@lycos.oom
I. Introductbn
Even though the Glashow-Weinberg-
Salam (GWS) model for electroweak interaction
based on SU(2[ xU(l\ gauge group very
successful phenomenologically [l-3], but many
fundamgntal problems i.e. fie responsible
mechanism fbr generating the neutrino masses,
the dolninafion of the V-A over V+A
interactipm 4t low energy, and the responsible
mechanism for the doublet lepton up.down mass
differenCe could not be explained by GWS
model. The need for the extension of the GWS
model comes from the conclusion that neutrinos
have a mass as an implication of the detected
neutrino oscillations phenomena for both solar
and atmOsphetic neutrinos [4-10].
ManN theories or models for extension
of the GIWS rnodel have been proposed. One of
the intpresipg models is the Left-Right
symmetry model based on SU(2)r x SU(2)x x
U(l) gasge group proposed by many authors
[l-15]. Irl this paper, we use the left-right
symmetry model based on SU(2)r x SU(2)a x
U(l) galhge group with two doublets and one
bidoublet Higgs fields (as a result of the two
doublets interaction) to break the SU(2[ x
SU(2)p x U(l) gauge group down to U(l)",. The
lepton figlds to be represented as doublet of an
SU(2) for both left and righr fields to make the
full sense ofthe left-right symmetry model.
The paper is organized as follows: in section II
we present our main assumptions for the left-
right symmetry model, in section III we evaluate
the gauge bosons masses, in section IV we
evaluate the leptons masses, and finally in
section V we give a conclusion
II. The Model
In our model, the left-right symmetry
model for electroweak interaction based on the
SU(2)1 x SU(2)R x U(l) gauge group wirh the
assumptions and the particles assignment as
follows:
l. Two primary Higgs fields are doublet of
su(2):
u  - ( o r )  / . - \", =l.;.J' r-=l;') (r)
2. The secondary bidoublet Higgs field {
could be produced from the interaction
of the two primary Higgs fields, that is:
a=(t.n a:a,)=(n' c,l (2)' 
l.boc- bodo ) (r- ,o )
3. The leptons fields arr doublet of SU(2)
for both left and right fields:
( v )  / v \
V ' = l  - 1 , \ r n = l  
_ l  ( 3 )
\e  ) t  \e  ) r
4. Both leptons and gauge bosons masses
are generated via symmetry breaking
THOI5
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when Higgs fields develop its vacuum
expectation values similar to the
symmetry breaking in the GWS model.
By applying the above assumptions and
particles assignment, we could break the left-
right symmetry model based on SU(2)p x SU(2h
x U(l) down to U(l),* directly as shown
schematically below:
The vacuum exp€ctation values of two
doublets and one bidoublet Higgs could
contribute to the gauge bosons masses.
Meanwhile, the leptons masses (in Yukawa
term) only emerge from the vacuum expectation
value of bidoublet Higgs, because the leptons
fields tp, and wr to be doublet of SU(2), then
only the Yukawa term with bidoublet Higgs
salisfies gauge invariancc. Thus, the complete
Lagrangian density could be reads:
7 = -! WonV pi - +Y!*IF tn -+ B t, Bp'
+V ry, 8o u - t c.y,n - t ruob,
+V *yu to o - t c.w,o - t rurb ^
+l!a,-irww-+tn,V)'
*l$a, -*tw* -ttu,V.l'
+r,]ftar-trw*-+tt,M'
*rlfta,-tr.wu,-+vB,M'
-V(X L,X R,d.7-(Cgrpty^ +nc)
where g, = gn= g are the SU(2) couplingg g'
is the U(1) coupling, Tu(lr=Q,I,2,3) are the
Dirac matrices, T's are the Pauli spin
matrices,fl;gr,X^,q; is the Higgs potential, Y
is the hypercharge (I =B-L), and G is the
Yukawa coupling.
The elsctric charge oparator Q satisfies the
relations:
SU(2[ x SU(2)ax U(l)
I
1"1.o I  b)*o(-r^) * 0 {
u(l)*
Q =7,, +7,^ +! (5)
where {, md 4, are the third components the
weak isospin generator: T, =T,12,
According to the Eqs. (a) and (5), the
Higgs fields have the following quantum
numbers:
x r(1,0,t\x ^(0,;,r)p(;,;,0) (q)
and the leptons fields fansform as:
v,Q,o,ol rg^(o,z,o) (7)
III. The Gauge Bosons Masses
From Eq. (4), we can see that the
relevant gauge boson mass tgrms as follow:
r^*=l(trtr*-.4ttrE,l'
*l(-+r.w*-irt,V^l' (8)
+rl!+tw*-+YB,M'
+r,l(?ww-+yB,M'
By substituting the vacuum expectation
values ofthe Higgs fields:
f o ) ,  / o \ , .  ( o  o \r,,)=laJ' r+)=[a] (o)=|.;,)
into Eq. (8), we obtain:
u* = +lr't Wil * @,11 ]* o' (sw) - s' a ,f
* r, a, (ni^l *@,;ll* a, Gwfi - s, B ul
By defining: 
(9)
w ; = hQrL + tw i\w; = #(wk + iw rt\
-  
cwi-g'BuL 
- 
sw:n-g'Bun
-pL 
r-;-----'; ,"un f--:-----=
, lc '+c ' '  , ls '+s ' '
"  _g' I { i+gB* "  _g'Wfi+gB*
, 
nttR
,lg" + s" ^IV.F '
Z',n =W1,,,, Z',,^ =lYk,
sb sdm v , = | ,  * r , = 7 ,  f r t = 0 ,
* s'b' .*W;"1 .ftr;"| -@;"ll
* s' (p' - ttrlr;"| . @kl . @;lt(4)
*r" =tbGl*s" ,mz. =+dG' 4" ,
= *'r^ = i lr,, = frr,* =iSr[p' *f ,frr"
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then Eq.(9) rcads:
Lbo,- * m$rw ;w ; + mfl^w |w;
+m|,w;w; +m'j^w;w;
+m|,2*z! +ml"z*zl (l l)
+ m)ArAP + m),^z'^z'(
+ m'",,2'*z'!
or
Lo* =fu|," * *;;,yry;w;
I  t  r r \+@h^ + m;^lY;W;
+ m),zr,z! + m'r^z*zN Q2)
+ mlApAt + m'r,^z'*z';
+ m'r,rz'*Z';
From Eq. (10), by following the
standard rnrodel of electroweak interaction
symmetry breaking procedure to the left-right
symmetry model and put the value of b : d, we
can see that the resulted gauge bosons masses for
both left and right bosons are equal. To make
the left-right symmetry model relevant to the
electroweak phenomen4 many authors
fl4,15,161 have taken the value of b<<d.
The difference values of the 6 and d can be
associatred with the parity violation.
The gauge bosons masses problem in
our modcl, especially for charged bosons masses
arise fr,orn bldoublet Higgs vacuum expectation
values, could be resolved by defining:
f,r; l=fcos0 -sinoYr", t0t) 63)
l^i" ) [sin0 cosl )rn*^(Q))
where the angle 0 associated with parity
violation, m*,(Q) and a*,161we massesofthe
left and right lll bosons from bidoublet Higgs
fields. From Eq. (13) we can see that the
maxim4l parity violation occur for 0 = 450 such
that the total charged right bosons masses
^*rrary large compared to the left bosons
[lassoS mr,, . For example, if we take values of
the l{t and I(x bosons masses from doublet
Ne mvr. =12". -glQgv,then the reasonable
valrcs for gauge bosons W from induced
bidoublet are rnn,(Q)= nv^(q)= 6724 GeVor
mr,(Q)=m*^(@)o7TeV. If we take 0 =4So,
then tho rigtrt charge-cun€nt conffibution (V+A
interaction) to the electroweak interaction is only
around 0.015 7u In this scheme, the domination
of the V-A interaction over V+A interaction for
charged curent at low energy could be
understood as an implication of the very
massiveness of the mn^compared to m*,, The
gauge bosons fir?sscS 2". in the maximal parity
violation, only come from the doublet Higgs
freld X, as formulated in the GWS model and
supported by experimental fact that the boson
masses emerge ftom doublet Higgs field.
lV. The Leptons mrsses
The leptons m?rsses in our model arise
from tho symmetry breaking. The lepton mass
term is the Yukawaterm in Eq. (4), that is:
L, =GV,(|W* (14)
By inserting the vacuum expectation value of
bidoublet Higgs, then we obtain the masses:
mu = Gp *l fie - Gs for neutrino and electron
respectively. In our minimal left-right symmetry
model based on SU(2[ x SU(2h x U(l) gauge
group the leptons masses (neutrino and electron)
arise only from the bidoublet Higgs vacuum
expectation values.
As long as we know, for leptons mass€s
there is no experimental fact that force us to
choose a one kind of multiplet Higgs in the
Yukawa term except dictated by the requirement
of the Lagrangian density must be gauge
invariance. But, in the boson mass sector, the
representation of the Higgs fields to be SU(2)
doublet theoretically supported by experimental
fact. Thus, we could use the induced bidoublet
Higgs field as the responsible field for generating
the leptons masses.
V. Conclusion
By using the minimal content of the
particles (two primary doubles Higgs, one
induced bidoublet Higgs (secondary Higgs), and
two lepton fields) involve in the left-right
symmetry model based on SU(2L x SU(2)a x
U(l) gauge group, the domination of the V-A
interaction over V+A interaction at low enerry,
the neutrino mass and the electron mass arise
naturally. The parity violation in our model
related to the mixing of the bosons masses arise
from the induced bidoublet Higgs.
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